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1. TUBERCULOSIS RESEARCH OFFICE; Ifem 2.1 of the Agenda (Docmnent EB21/441) � 

Dr HAUL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said that 

considerable information about the Tuberculosis Research Office was given in the report 

which the Director-General had sutmitted for consideration at the seventeenth session 

of the Board and which was reproduced as Annex 6 of Official Records No. 68. 

The date in the fourth line îrom. the bottom of page 4 of the document EB2l/^4 

should read 1955, and rot 1957. 

The document had been submitted by the Director-General in response to the request 

in paragraph 4 of the Executive Board*s resolution EB17»R23t The document was in two 

parts, the first describing how the activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office had 

been integrated with WHO1 s tuberculosis prograinrae, and the second outlining the present 

activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office and the administrative arrangements which 

had been made for it as an integral part of the Tuberculosis Section at WHO Headquarters. 

That integration had begun in 1955. At that time the Executive Board had made it 

сle ax that it considered that the research work done by the Tuberculosis Research Office 

was sound and should not be jeopardized. Arrangements had been made for some of the 

activities carried out by the Office to be taken over by national goverrments and 

institutions and continued by them with technical and financial assistance from WHO； 

the activities handed over were the Danish Tuberculosis Index, the Tuberculosis Research 

Station at Madanapalle and the Tuberculosis Immunization Research Centre in Denmark. 

The work of the Office on the Finnish roster had been taken over by the Finnish 

Government and was being continued by it without any assistance from WHO» The remaining 

activities of the Office had been . reoriented so as to conform with WHO1 s general 

policy. 

1 Reproducá as Annex 4 to Off • Rec> ¥là Hlth Org. 
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Since July 1955, when the Tuberculosis Research Office was formally integrated 

with the WHO Secretariat, the size of its staff and expenditure on it had been greatly 

reduced. In the Director-Generalas Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1955 

(Official Records No. 50) there was provision for a staff of 52 and expenditure 

amounting to $ 233 500; in his Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1959 

(Official Records No, 81) there was provision for a staff of 24 and expenditure 

amounting to 137 447 • When the Regional Office for Europe had moved to Copenhagen 

arrangements had been made for the Tuberculosis î esearch Office to be served by the 

adjninistrative machinery cf that regional office for all routine administrative matters• 

In the second part of the document it was explained that the present activities 

of the Tuberculosis Research Office consisted of (a) guiding and participating in 

research work, (b) training activities, and (c) statistical work» The statistical work 

originally done by the Office had beon concerned with world-wide mass BCG canpaigns. 

It was still coirqpiling aid distributing statistics relating to such campaigns• The 

Office!s training activities formod an integral part of its,programme of work. 

He would next endeavour to show hew WHO1 s participation in field tuberculosis 

research work conformed to WHO policy. For exanple one of the projects listed under 

the heading "TRO assistance limited mainly to analysis of data and preparation of 

report11 (page 6 of document EB21/44) the co-ordinated research project for a study 

of laboratory methods for the biological assay of potency of BCG vaccine - was for the 

purpose of providing tho foundation for a biological assay of the potency of BCG 

vaccine on the basis of which technical recommendations could be made concerning minimum 

requirements for the vaccine to be used in a tuberculosis programme» There wore five 
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institutes participating in that research project without receiving grants from WHO: 

the Pasteur Institute in Paris, the Research Institute of Tuberculosis of the Japanese 

Antituberculosis Association in Tokyo, the Tuberculosis Research Institute in Praguey 

tho Stat ens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen and the State Institute of Hygiene in Warsaw. 

Immediately after the BCQ conference organized by the International Union Against 

Tuberculosis, which had taken placo in Geneva in October 1956, a meeting had been 

arranged by WHO with responsible specialists from those five institutions^ and at that 

meeting a plan of action for a co-oporative study of the whole question of the 

biological assay of BCG vaccine had been agreed upon by the participants. That study 

-was at present in progress» At the same time as those tests were made in the 

laboratories, tests for the allergy-producing effect of the^^raccim^ware^carried out 

on Danistuschoolchildrerv 

The second project mertioned under that heading, the co-operative-газелдхЬ^^е^ехЛ 

on isolatlcmv.^d^d&atifócatioxxor'Tny'CQbacteria from human sourcesjjx tec^icalv and 

,sub-tropical areas^ had bean undertaken for the following reasons* There was 

accumulating evidence that were several types of mycobacterial tuberculosis other 

than the classic types which were patipgenie for man. In order to plan a tuberculosis-

control programme for any country correctlyд it was necessary to know the type arid 

the characteristics of the tubercle bacilli causing disease in адп, since it was 

inçortant to know firstly whether those bacilli were pathogenic for animals (in which 

case they itdght be sources of tuberculosis infection for man) and secondly whether 

the bacilli were sensitive to the antituberculosis drugs which it was intended to 

use. Five institutions were participating in the programme; they were the Pasteur 

Institute in Lille, the Tuberc4ilosis Research Institute in Borstel, Germany, the 
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Tuberculosis Research Institute in Prague, the Statens Serurniristitut in Copenhagen 

and the Department of Microbiology of the University of Pittsburgh. WHO had arranged 

a meeting in Copenhagen in November 1956 with the responsible experts from those five 

institutes, and at that meeting a detailed protocol for the research had been 
< 

prepared. WHO1 s participation in the project consisted of the general co-ordination 

of the research and the collection of specimens, mainly sputum specimens, by field 

teama and tfcs abdpmnb t>£ Ы т specimens to the participating laboratories• Thé 

study would continue for а шзаЬег of years. There was provision for WHO grants of 

$ 1000 to two of th© imtitutidns during 1958 and 1959. 

The projects listed under the headings ^ТШ) assistance Xiïnited mainly to 

préparation of research protocol and advice on analysis of data^ and wTR0 responsible 

for preparation of research protocol^ tabulation and analysis of data, drawing of 

conclusions and preparation of reportfi were national projects for which WHO was 

giving assistance in the usual way. But there was an element of fièld research in 

those projects which was absent from other projects for which WHO was giving assistance. 

One of them^ the Kenya chemotherapy pilot project^ was a project financed by Technical 

Assistance and UNICEF funds. Those engaged ад the project were studying problems of 
-» » 

chemotherapy and сhemoprophylaxis and ways of applying the results of such study• The 

national authorities of the country in which the project was being carried out were 

responsible for. it， WHO supplying technical assistance. The research protocol had 

been prepared by the direçtor of the project in collaboration with WHO Headquarters. 

The WHO personnel for the project had been trained in the Tuberculosis Research 

Office• , 

Jn regard to the studies mentioned under the heading "TRO responsible for and 

performing all steps of the research"9 i.e. studies made by WHO personr^l on population 



groups, in Denmark, he should explain that since TRO had been establisted in Copenhagen 

it had made a number of tuberculin and tuberculin-testing and BCG and BGG-vaccination 

studies by carrying out tests on Danish schoolchildren. The results of those studies 

had appeared in TRO publications, one of the most important of which was a monograph 

published in 1953. TRO was still using the same excellent means to study a number of 

problems relating to BCG projects including (a) methods for biological assay of tuber-

culin; (b) measures for stabilizing dilutions of tuberculin; (c) stability and antigenic 

potency of freeze-dried BCG vaccine; (d) duration of BCG-induced allergy; (e) boosting 

effect on allergy of tuberculin-testy especially in BCG-vaccinated persons; and (f) 

specificity of of PPD, The laboratory research work on the first 

four of those problems was being carried out by the Statens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen 

without finarcial assistance from WHO; WHO was merely guiding and planning thé research 

work. 

Dr MOORE said he had nothing but the highest regard for the work done by the Tuber-

culosis Research Office. He had spoken at length on previous occasions about the 

relationship between WHO and the Office, On the present occasion he wished merely to 

point out an anomaly. The Second World Health Assembly had passed a resolution (WHA2.19) 

laying down certain guiding principles to be applied in the organization of research 

under WHO auspices^ and which read: 

(1) research and co-ordination of research are essential functions of 
the World Health Organization; 

(2) first priority should Ъе given to research directly relating to the 
prograrniTies of the World Health Organization; 

(3) research should be supported in existing institutions and should 
form part of the duties of field teams supported by the World Health Organiaatioxi; 

(4) all locally supported research should be so directed as to encourage 
assumption of responsibility for its continuance by local agencies where indicated; 



(5) the World Health Organization should not consider at the present time 
the establishment, under its own auspices, of international research institutions. 

On page 9 of the document EB21/44 it was stated that the Tuberculosis Research 

Office (in effect a WHO research institution) had demonstrated the value of an inter-

national centre for tuberculosis field research. 

He was of the opinion that the Office should gradually terminate its present 

activities and not start any new ones. He was greatly in favour of the Tuberculosis 

Section at Headquarters being strengthened, but he did not think tf!6re was any need for 

WHO to maintain the Office. 

The governments which had taken over the work previously done by the Office on the 

Danish Tuberculosis Index, the Tuberculosis Research Station at Madanapalle and the 

Danish Tuberculosis Immuniaation Research Centre should no longer be given financial 

assistance by WHO for that work. The Finnish Goverrunent had agreed to assume responsi-

bility for the work previously done by the Tuberculosis Research Office on the Finnish 

Roster without receiving such assistance. 

Work similar to most of that done by the Tuberculosis Research Office was being 

carried out in national institutes. In all the countries which he knew best there were 

sanatoria with excellent facilities for tuberculosis research. Ho agreed that the studies 

being made by WHO personnel OÏÏ population groups in Denmark were useful, but similar 

studies were being carried out elsewhere. He did not agree with the stateinent on page 7 

of document EË21/44 that the Office was the only place available to WHO for training 

personnel who were to work on tuberculosis field research projects. There was surely 

no need for WHO to maintain a research office to be able to give advice on how to ccniiicb 

tube^ulosis prevalence surveys9 as was stated in that document. 

He had made a statemert similar to tho one he was at present making at a meeting of 

the Standing Cojrariittee on Administration and Finance, and on that occasion he had 

suggested that WHO1s annual expehditure on the Tuberculosis Research Office should be 
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gradually reduced and finally terminated» The money which would be saved as a result 

of that could well be used for strengthening the headquarters technical services, in 

particular the headquarters Tuberculosis Section. He thought it was wrong for the 

staff of that Section to consist of only five persons while the staff of the Tubercu-

losis Research Office consisted of 2k (Official Records No. 81， page 56). The total 

cost of maintaining the Office in 1959 would be greater than the figure given on that 

page, since to it must be added the cost of supplies, premises/ etc” under Common 

Services. 

Professor CANAPERIA asked what was the total amount spent by WHO on the Tubercu-

losis Research Office since it had been established^ why the Office was located in 

Copenhagen^ and whether its present activities could not be carried out by the Tubercu-

losis Section at WHO Headquarters if that Section vere expanded. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he wished to clarify a few of the points mentioned by 

Dr Moore� The activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office and the question of 

whether it should remain in existence had been regularly reviewed by the Board since 

the Second World Health Assembly had adopted resolution WHA2.19* He would draw 

attention to the series of subsequent resolutions regarding the Tuberculosis Research 

Office on pages 55 and 56 of the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions. In one of 

them, resolution WHA^.7^ there was a paragraph reading: 

The The Fourth World Health Assembly • • • 

1. DECIDES that the Tuberculosis Research Office should be maintained, subject 
to revlev of the situation by the Executive Board every two years; 

The report he had submitted for consideration at the seventeenth session (Official 

Records No. 68, Annex 6), and to which Dr Kaul had drawn attention earlier, contained a 

detailed description of the activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office and the steps 

taken in pursuance of resolution EB15.E20, of which paragraph 1 read; 
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The Executive Board • . A 

1. REQUESTS that the Director-General prepare for the seventeenth session 
of the Board a complete study of how the pî ogramme of. the Tuberculosis Research 
Office could best be adjusted to the general policies of the World Health 
Organization， giving special consideration to the possibilities cfs 

(1) the work being continued by mtloml governments or national 
institutions with technical and financial assistance from WHO; 

(2) the work being carried out in the same conditions as other 
activities, in close relationship with the total programme of the 
Organization, taking due account of existing services at Headquai^ers, 
such as are provided by the Divisions of Communicable Diseases 
Services, Epidemiological and Health S t a t i s t i c a l Servicee and 
Therapeutic Substances. . 

The�historical facts which were the reason the Office was situated in Copenhagen 

were given in that report. In it he had also explained >rhat activities of the Office 

might be taken over by governments and which of those activities they were prepared to 

take over if they were given financial assistance by WHO. Responsibility for the 

Finnish roster had. been transferred to the Finnish Government, which had agreed to 

dispense with financial assistánce from WHO for continuing the work on it. The amount 

of financial assistance WHO was giving tho Danish Government for the work previously 

done by the Office on the Danish Tuberculosis Index had been reduced to $ 5000 per 

year. The work previously done by the Office on the Tuberculosis Research Station at 

Madanapalle and that on the Madras chemotherapy research project had been transferred 

to the Indian Government and the Indian Council for Medical Research» 

'The activities on which the Office was still engaged were an integral part of WHO1 s 

work. It was no longer a separate entity, but an office directed by the chief of the 

Tuberculosis Section at Headquarters f There was no longer a "relationship11 between 

WHO and the Tuberculosis Research Office because the latter was part of WHO, and for 

the same reason i t was incorrect to state that in 1959 only f ive Щ0 s ta f f members 
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would be engaged on tuberculosis problems while the staff of the Tuberculosis Research 

Office would consist of 24 persons. The report on the subject which he had submitted 

for consideration at the Board's seventeenth session contained a clear account of the 

vay in which the Office had been made an integral part of WHO. 

At the Tenth World Health Assembly, the only direct reference to the work of the 

Office had been a statement made by a delegate at a meeting of the Committee on Programme 

and Budget to the effect that the Committee should express its approval of the way in 

which the Office was carrying out its work. 

He would answer the first question asked by Professor Canaperia later. In answer 

to the other two questions he had been asked, he should, he thought, in addition to 

referring to the historical facts he had already mentioned, explain that one of the 

reasons for the Office being located in Copenhagen lay in the fact that TRO 

personnel were permitted to carry out studies on BOG and tuberculin tests on Danish 

schoolchildren. Part of the work at present being done by the Office could be done in 

Geneva, but if it were WHO would have to obtain additional office space in Geneva, 

which was not easy. — 

Professor PESONEN said that WHO1 s main task was to give Member countries all the 

advice they asked for in order to inprove health conditions. It was obvious that all 

advice, including advice on tuberculosis problems, given by WHO must be based on sound 

scientific data. The work done by the Tuberculosis Research Office had been, and still 

was, of great value; the Office was an irreplaceable instrujnenb of WHO. Much progress 

had been made in research for inqproving methods of preventing and treating tuberculosis, 

and as a result of that progress, public health administrations had adopted iirproved 

methods; but there were still many problems which had not yet been solved, and much 
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more research was required. The medical profession did not yot have medicines for 

treating tuberculosis which they could trust. Research was necessary in particular in 

order to establish what was the test way of using antituberculosis drugs and in order 

to provide a sound basis for public health programmes. Advice from WHO must be based 

on technical data and data about conditions in the countries requesting advice, in 

particular about the airount of materials and equipment which would be available there 

for tuberculosis work. It might be argued that such data could be obtained without 

the Tuberculosis Research Office. Not many research institutions were maintaimd^ but 

many were supported, Ъу WHO. In his opinion WHO should maintain such institutions of 

its own for research work on large projects covering a large number of closely connected 

problems, such aô in fact the tuberculosis research project; for� both from the 

technical and from the purely financial point of view, it was better for such research 

work to be concentrated in one place rather than to be distributed amongst a number of 

separate institutions in different parts of the world. The Tuberculosis Research Office 

might eventually t>e closed down, but not until it was no longer required. to. carry -out. 

research work. 

He added that the amount of work on the Finnish Roster could not be coinpared to 

that on the Danish Tuberculosis Index. 

Dr METCALFE said he had been very iirpressed by what the Dire с t or-Ge œ ral and 

Dr Moore had said. It was true that much progress had been mado in research work on 

tuberculosis problems, but much more such work was necessary. He was of the opinion 

that no change should be made in the existing arrangements reg?Tding the Tuberculosis 

Research Office for another three years, and that the Board should review the situation 

regarding the Office at the end of that period and take a decision them 

Dr ЮТЕ supported that suggestion. 
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Dr SIRX agreed with what Professor �esonen had just saide The moDey WHO had ̂ pesit 

on the Tuberculosis Research Office had been woll spent. It was true that some of the 

activities of the Office eould be transferred from Copenhagen tQ Geneva^ but if they were 

it would erviail additional expenditure and a considerable loss of time. A main reason 

why thero should not be such a transfer was that IKO worked in close collaboration with 

the governments of Denmark and neighbouring coisatrles. which were providing it with 

valuable facilitlsfî� He was convinced that I'RO wa3 carrying out 5.ts work efficiently� 

Por those reasons he was In favour of Dr Metcalfe1 s proposal, 

Dr JkFAR asked whether the work of the Tuberculosis Research Office 怖s a WHO venture 

or work which WHO bad taken over from another organizatim<» 

He added that- if the Board aaoepted all uha"t had been said during the present 

discussion, it would, lu effects be agreeing that WHO should establish its own labora tori 

whenever it forad that research work was necessary oa difficult problems with which it tva« 

confrorcfced, 

Dr MOORE said ho was well satis.fiod. with the discussicaae He wcwld support 

Dr Metcalfe1 s proposal ̂ but he thought tliat great cautioa should be exercised where 

proposals to th8 effeut that should embark on tiew projects were concerned, It shouJ.O 

not do so except when there was very vrQont need.. 

Tuberculosis vraa cei'taJ,nly of great importarice to WEO» but not more important than 

other diseases in respect of which he thought WHO should refrain from carrying out 

research work itself^ even though such work would be of value. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the correct answer to the question just asked by 

Dr Jafar was set out in Official Records No. 46, Annex 6. Since Dr Jafar had spolcen of 

"laboratories", he thought he should explain that the Tuberculosis Research Office was 

no longer doing any laboratory work; the labora to ly work i t had done in the past had 

been taken over by the Danish authorities, vàiich were receiving financial assistance 

from Ш0 for carrying out sucb work. 

His answer to the f i r s t qiestixm asked by Professor Canaperia was that total 

.expenditure by Ш0 on the Office since its establishment mûs approximately • 2 245 000 

for the period 1949-1959 Inclusive. That figure covered Ш0 grants for work done by 

the Office in the past and a t present being done by other bodies. I f the t o t a l amount 

of those grafits were subtracted ihe figure would be $ 2 078 000. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Board should adopt the following draf t resolutions 

The Executive Board 

Having considered the report of the Director-Gene ral on the Tuberculosis 
rBeeearch Office j 

Having thereby reviewed the role of the Tuberculosis Research Office In 
the tuberculosis programme of the Organization^ 

1. NOTES this report. 

2. НВ(Х)ММЕШБ to the Bleventh Vforld Health Assembly that the next review of THO 
activities should be undertaken at its twenty-eeventti eoesicn. 

Professor ОШГШТА, reminding the Board that i t wa» laid down in resolution ША.4.7 

that the situation regarding ТЮ should be reviewed by the Executive Board "evezy tvo 

years", proposed that the follovlng paragraph be substituted for paragraph 2: 

DECIDES that the next review of the Tuberculosis Research Office activities 
should take place at the twenty-fifth session of the Board. 
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Dr ИЕТСАЬЕЕ said he must admit that when he had made his suggestion he had forgairt-eiv 

the terras of that resolution^ He was prepared to vote in favour of the change proposed 

by Professor Canaperia and for the next review to take place after two years; but he 

thought that two years was a somewhat short period in which to decide whether the 

Tuberculosis Research Office should be closed down, 

Dr TOGBA suggested that the Board might request the Director-G^eral to submit 

anotiier report on the Office in two years! time. Ih© Board might then decide that it 

should be closed down one year lateri there would then be no need for any change in the 

Office during the next three years, which was what he believed Dr Metcalfe "as advocating^ 

Dr SIRI agreed with Dr Togba that the review shotíld take place every three years 参 

When the resolution for a review every two years had been adopted^ it had beec. generally 

assumed that the activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office would last for талу years^ 

Opinion in the Board was divided on whether the Office should be discontinuad or not夕 but 

all members were agreed that three years more should elapse before a final decision was 

taken. The Board, should decide against a review every two years л as in the Health 

Assembly resolution^ and in favour of a review every three yearsЛ to allow the centra to 

flixish current business or to show cause why it should be maintained^ and in any event to 

permit a decision to be taken on firmer grounds« 

The СЯА1ШШ put to the vote Professor Canaperia5s amendment to the d2?aft resolutioa, 

Decisions (l) 
— (2) 

The amendment was adopted unanimously^ 
The draft resolution�as amonded^ was adopted unaninô .xsly 
(see resolution EB21,R8)0 
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2. ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE F CE EXAMINING THE PROGRAMME, BUDGET AND ANCILLAEY ADMINISTRATIVE, 
FINANCIAL AMD PERSONNEL MATTERS: Item 5 0 of the Agenda (Eesolutions EB19.R5红 and 
WHA10.27; Documents EB21/55�1 EB21/55 Add.l�1 EB2l/lf7�2 ЕВ21Д7 Corr.l,2 ЕВ21Д7 
Add.l2 and EB21/515) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General， Department of Administration and Finance, said 

that the subject before the meeting had been of interest to WHO since its inception, in 

its effort to establish an arrangement for the examination of its programmes and budgets 

satisfactory to the governments of Member States and conducive to the orderly development 

of the Organization. In addition to the documents cited in 七he agenda, the Board might 

vish to refer to Official Be cords No. 76，Annex 19 ̂ and Official Records No. 79 > pages 30, 

51，and 371-^01; document E B 2 1 / 5 1 , relating to the comments of the United Nations 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions at the last General Assembly 

of United Nations, and including the report cf the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly, 

which concerned some of the matters which the Board vould wish to consider; also doc raient 

EB21/35 and Add.l, transmitting to the Executive Board the special report of the Advisory-

Committee on administrative and budgetary co-ordination between the United Nations and WHO, 

with particular reference to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance» 

The Director-General had attempted to provide the Board, in document ЕВ21Д7> with 

some material which vould assist it to make a comprehensive and objective study of the 

matter. After the end of the Tenth Health Assembly he had requested that the item be 

placed on the agenda of all the regional committees^ which were given a full report of all 

previous developments and the minutes of the discussions in the Health Assembly, and 

invited - at the request of the Health Assembly - to submit their comments for the use of 

the Executive Board. Those coraments appeared in document EB2l/t7, Annex 1. The Board 

might think it valuable later in the discussion to examine the decision of each regional 

committee in detail. 

1 Reproduced in Annex 7 to Off, Bee, Wld Hlth Org, p 
Reproduced in Annex 6 to Off. Нес. Wld Hlth Org. 

，Eeproduced as Annex 17 to Off> Бес. Wld Hlth Org, 
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The Director-General had then communicated with some of the other specialized 

agencies to obtain information on the experience and practices of other organizations. 

Document EB23/47, Annexes 2-7, contained reports received from six specialized 

agencies； Annex 8 dealt with the manner in which some specialized agencies established 

priorities ； and Алпех 9 with suggestions made to the United Nations in regard to 

priorities and the conclusions reached by the General Assembly. 

The Secretariat had attempted to compare the different procedures followed by the 

various organizations as described in those annexes and to discover any particular lines 

of approach which might indicate a common pattern» It had failed to identify any-

particular pattern which "would justify the Director-Gene ral in suggesting that any one 

-procedure seemed to have worked well in three or four of the organizations« 

The Director-General had therefore been forced to conclude that the procedures for 

examining the programmes and budgets of international organizations inevitably originated 

with the constitutional provisions relating thereto. They seemed to be based upon 

the.responsibilities vested in the executive head of each organization, and to be 

related to the nature and composition of the organization^ executive board or 

comparable legislative organ. An important factor seemed to be periodicity of the 
\ 

sessions of the organizatioñrs conference or assembly. Another was the apportionment 

of responsibilities for programme matters and for budgetary matters between commissions 

or committees of legislative organs. The assignment of the responsibilities under 

constitutional provisions, rules of procedure or financial regulations to committees 

or commissions of legislative organs analogous to the Executive Board or the Health 

Assembly appeared to play an important part in determining the practical procedures 

for exercising those responsibilities• 
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The documentary material was therefore voluminous • I t was clear that the subject 

was not new either to the Executive Board or to the Health i^ssembly^ and equally olear 

that a l l the international organizations continued to give i t a t tent ion . I t obviously-

deserved the continuing attention of WHO at a l l levels • 

Dr MOORE recal led and summarized the three parts of the proposals transmitted to -the 

Board at i t s nineteenth session by the Government of Canada má l a te r very fu l ty debated 

in .the Tenth Health Assembly, before being referred again to the Board, Al l who had 

l i s tened to those debates must f e e l that a use fu l purpose had been served by the careful 

analysis that the proposals had received» A def ini te volume of opinion had been expressed 

in favour of some.parts of the proposals • 

Br ie f ly , i t had been suggested that there should be a revision of the Assembly-

procedures to provide for the establishment of a working party of perhaps twelve тзтЬегв^ 

half of whom would be technical and half administrative and financial experts, to carry 

out a detai led examination of the programme and budget during the sess ion of the Health 

Assembly. Secondly, i t was proposed to invite the United Nations Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions to review and report on the programme and budget at 

regular in te rva l s . The third proposal was for the establishment of categories into which 

each project in the programme and budget would be olassified according to priority. 

The regional committees had been asked to give their opinions on the proposal 

relating to priorities, and tbeir answers were contained in document EB21/47• Several 

regional committees had rejected the proposal In tçto, and the consensus of all was that 

pr io r i t i e s were rightly a function of the regional coramittees• 

The proposal to invite the Unitéd Nations Advisory Committee to review the programme 

and budget at regular intervals had, he believed, been discussed by the United Nations 

General Assembly at i t s recent session with reference to the des i rab i l i ty of reviewing 
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the budgets of a l l the specia l ized agencies at regular in terva l s , possibly every three 

years • He suggested to the Board .that i f that principle were followed, i t might be 

advisable for the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to meet with the 

United Nations Advisory Committee# Such a joint meeting would c a l l for a s l ight change 

in the time of meeting of the Standing Committee, I t would have to take place as early 

as could be arranged, and s u f f i c i e n t time must thenëlapse for the report to be made 

avai lable to t he Executive Board and Health Assembly. The Advisory Committee "had 

wondered whether i t might not be possible to subst i tute a more thorough review, to be 

made at regular intervals of a few years , covering only one or, at most, two agencies in 

a given year . The agency studies subsequently undertaken by the Advisory Committee were 

not a subst i tute for that suggestion and did not detract from i t s merit, for they had 

concentrated mainly on the administrative problems of achieving greater integration 二� 

between the regular and expanded programmes (document EB21/47 Annex, page 3) 

The question would ar i se of the cost of the proposed body, which must presumably be 

borne by WHO, 

At the Eighth World Health Assembly, and again at the Tenth, very strong support 

had been given to the proposal that a working party should be set up to examine the 

programme and budget during the meeting of the Health Assembly, That would be one of 

the main departures from the present system of examining the budget at the Assembly• 

He suggested that the Board should consider the proposals separate ly . As a member of 

the Board he would adhere to any consensus of opinion that developed* 

Dr HYDE thought that the Ass is tant Director-General, in hia very lucid presentation 

of the matter, had shown that there was no ideal pattern applicable to a l l the organiz-

at ions , but that each must f ind i t s own way within i t s own framework, Dr Moor©1 s 

summary of the proposals completed a clear picture. 
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The regional committees had taken th© view that they should be responsible for 

establishing priorities• While it was not feasible to put oloeely numbered priorities 

on projects； there emerged from the deliberations of the regional committee a générai 

atmosphere regarding priorities to which the regional director was sensitive, and which 

he took into account in framing his budget j the Director-General likewise considered it 

in drawing up the overall budget of the Organization. Vhere the level of fünds was 

mcertain, it might be necessary to have first and second category projeots/ as in the 

Technical Assistance programme • that method, however# should not be applied generally, 

but only in particular cases• 

The other two proposals were olosely related - or at least affected one another, 
• ‘ > . 

One proposal was to refer the budget from time to time to th© Unitéd Nations Advisory 

Ooramittee^ which was composed of individual experte on administration and finanoe, for 

the benefit of their oommetit « presumably, as in the past, purely on the administrative 

aspects of the budget • The other proposal was apparently an attempt to arrive at a 

similar type of review within the framework of the Health Assembly, ohanging rather 

radically the manner in which th© budget was at present reviewed and presenting the 

Health Assembly with some difficult problems • The suggestion that the proposed 

ooramitte© of the Health Assembly should be divided into professional and medical members 

on the one hand and administration and finance members on the other would be difficult 

to carry out, for goverrmients would be entitled to designate to such a committee any 

type of person they thought fit. • . 
« 

Th© suggestion that the United Nations Advisory Committee be used was valuable^ 

That committee had already made a useful report on its examination of WHO, and would be 

able to bring fresh light to bear on its budget and administration^ The Organization 

would do well to refer its budget regularly for comment on the. administrative, though 
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not the prograînme9 aspects # The Advisory Coramittee1 в report could then be referred to 

the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance for a further opinion. 

He suggested that such reference to the United. Nations Advisory Committee should be 

t r i e d without disturbing the present machinery for considering the budget in the Health 

Assembly • H© had formed the impression at the recent meetings of the Standing Coramittee 

on Administration and Finance that great progress had been made. The meetings had been 

shorter than usual , and would continue to be so« The Organisation had matured, and the 

Standing Committee had matured# Much of the work which the Standing Coramittee had had 

to do in the past woe now done in advance by the Secre tar i a t , and the analyses that i t 

had requested at previous meetings were now waiting for i t s members when they arrived, so 

that much of the work of their review was now routine and t h e i r examination was greatly 

expedited. 

The review by the Standing Committee and by the Board was thus reaching a degree 

of maturity and e f fect iveness which made i t unwise to disturb the s i tuat ion by an entirely 

new approach in the Health Assembly* He therefore recommended the Board to accept the 

proposal to re fer the budget estimates from time to time to the United Nations Advisory 

Committee for i t s advice on administrative matters, to re fer that committee!8 report to 

the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance for i t s consideration, but not to 

propose any fundamental change in the review of the budget estimates by the Health 

Assembly, 

The OHAIBMAN asked, in order to obtain a c lear view of the proposed time-table, at 

what stage the budget would be referred, t o the Advisory Coramittee of the United №ations. 

Dr HYDE answered, that there would be a rea l problem of timing, which would have to 

be solved by agreement between the Director-Óeneral and the Advisory Committee, the 

members of which had other dut ie s . I t might be neoessary to accept some arrangement 
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which would not be entirely convenient to the Organization. He would hope that the 

AdviBory Committee could complet© i t s review before the Standing Conmiittee met in 

January of each year . 

Dr TOGBA asked what were the.advantages and disadvantages, the l a t t e r part icular ly 

as regards time and money, of such a review. 
• • • ‘ .• * ' , • 

Dr КПЖ sai.d that one advantage would be the opini<m of experts who had made a 
* • 、 ‘ . . . r? . * 

specia l and continuing study of international administration in bodies within the. United 

Nations structure • WHO would have the benefi t-of the wisdom d^dAped^ronrthat ©xperienoo. 

He could not asseee the cost , but thought that the benefit would be worth some expenditure^ 

Supplementing his answer to the Chairman，h© added that be-thought i t perfect ly 

feasible to ask the Advisory Oommitrtee 1>p review the budget even after it had been 

a p p r o v e I f the Health Assembly and the Board had before them the comments of the 

Advisory Committee on, for instance, the 1958 budget when they vere reviewing the 1959 

budget, they would probably f ind them relevant and he lp fu l . I t would not be necessary 

to ask the Advisory Committee to review the budget during i t s preparation. 

Dr TOGBA thought that Ш0 already received expert advice on administration and 

finance # He had always supposed that i t oould^ under the Constitution, obtain experts 

from any avai lable source for the study of any of i t s a c t i v i t i e s # He asked why, at 

the present stag© of the Organization1 s development, i t should have to refer to experts 

other than i t s own for advice on i t s programme and budget 
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ÍDr HÏDE answered that it 

The proposed review was not a 

was necessary to be clear on what was meant by experts « 

review Ъу experts in public health or medicine, but In 

International administrât ion and finance. 

Dr JAPAE referred to the Agreement between the United Nations and WHOopted In 

19^8 (Basic Documents, 8th ed” pages 43"»52)參 Article XV，paragraph Ъ, of the 

Agreement�referring to a supplementary agreement concerning budgets to Ъе concluded 

between the two organizations， read: 

Pending the conclusion of аду such agreement^ the foilovlag 
arrangements shall govern budgetary and financial relationships 
between the World Health Orgaaizaticxri and the United Nations: 

(b) The World Health Organization agrees to transmit its proposed 
budget to the United Nations annually at the 聆ame time as such budget 
is transmitted to its members. The General Assembly shall examine the 
budget or proposed budget of the Organization and may make recommendationa 
to it concerning any item or items contained there in. 

(e) The United Nations shall, upon its own initiative or ирш the 
request of the World Health Organization�arrange for studies to Ъе 
undertaken concerning other financial and fiscal questions of interest 
to the Organization and to other specialized agencies, vijth a view to 
the provision of common services and the securing of uniformity in such 
matters • 

Unless WHO had since signed another agreement^ the Agreement of 19^8 vas still In force, 

WHO was no doubt transmitting its proposed budget annually for consideration by the 

General Assembly, and that was the stage at vhich the General Assembly could be 

requested to instruct its Advisory Committee to give WHO the benefit of its advice. 

He asked the D ire ct or -General why that could not Ъе done. 
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Dr SISI said that Dr Hyde!e remarks clearly indicated ths road wbich the Board 

should advise the Health Assembly to follow. The propos ition that priorities should 

be initially established at regional level needed little confirmation. The staff cf 

the regional offices had a closer contact than anyone vith the governments} and vith 

�‘the realities of life, in the countries in which they guided WHO activities； they 

were thus in the best position to appreciate accurately the real necessities} their 

urgency, and their relative importancê  and to establish priorities between them• 

No other coiiimittes or study group coixld do that vork. 

‘ A reviewing Ъод.у for priorities vas constituted by the Headquarters cf the 

Organization, whicli collected the opinions of the regional offices and assessed their 

relative importance• The persons who did that vork vere also in permanent contact 

with the regional directors and; through them, vith the governments of the regional 

countries. Thus every budget drafted by the Director General came before tvo 

tribunals; each possessing weighty authority and well able to give the Standing 

Committee and the Executive Board soimd advice and valuable a s s i s tance . Their advice 

could not Ъе profitably replaced by a discussion on priorities in a Health Assembly 

containing a numbor of persons with no intimate knowledge of t-Le process, subject 

to various kinds of Ыаз and holding very diverse views. It difficult to carry 

out in such an atinosphere a calm steady cf this highl/ iraportant, qv.estion of priorities 

on which the Health Assembly ccixld confidently base its decisions . He was in favour 

of leaving the regional committees to advise on priorities and of using that advice, 

and also the advice of the headquarters staff; as a basis for the programme and budget 

The nev body suggested by the Government of Canadâ  consisting of experb^ in 

administration and fintee within the Health Assemtly, vas also ̂ xî racticab'le. All 

governments sent their chossn r ep.L' e s en t a t ̂ ve s ; and to appm'nt iron all the delegates 
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persons qua l i f i ed to pronounce on administrative and f inancia l matters would require 

an election which could not be Impartial and would Ъе "bound to resu l t in the 

pre ferent ia l appointn^nt of persons from countries able to send experts on those 

matters in addition to their o f f i c i a l delegates , 

Experience showed that , i f governments ccruld receive the proposed programme and 

budget estimates in s u f f i c i e n t time to study them; and i f regional o f f i c e s could induce 

their governments to apply their minds to the study of the budget so that their 

delegates could arrive at the Health Assembly well-versed in i t and holding clear-cut 

ideas on i t s advantages and disadvantages, the work done in the Health Assembly^ 
« 

Committee on Programme and Budget was use fu l and sound and to a l t e r the procedure 

would serve no useful purpose. 

Since WHO was so closely linked with the United Nations, vhich had persons highly 

qua l i f i ed to study the administrative and f inancia l procedures of the organizations 

within the United Hâtions family, i t would clearly Ъе valuable i f the procedure of 

formulating projects and financing them were revised periodical ly Ъу such persons. 

Dr MOOEE pointed out that there were d i f ferent types of p r i o r i t y . He doubted 
4 

vhether any iifâinber of the Board would wish to interfere with the present system by 
9 

which governments assessed p r i o r i t i e s and needs within their own region. There va s , j i i 
however, room for further assessment of central advisory and technical services as t o ; 

which type of work should be given p r i o r i t y . I t was the duty of the Executive Board ; 

or the Standing Coinmittee to inform the Director-General and the Secretariat of the | 

fee l ings of Member govenunents. For example^ more than one member of the Standing Í 

Committee had asked the Direct or-General i f he could not, v i thin the framework of 

his budget� take steps in the future to strengthen certain technical sections which ¡ 
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‘、 i \ . • ‘ . were overworked and needed assistance « He had himself suggested that there might be 

some diversion from certain proposals in the programme towards other services which 

needed assistance• That was a type cf priority� The question whether certain 

e^ert committees^ seminars or study groups were more or less important to the 

Organization involved another type of priorities altogether different îrcm those for 

field projects • 

He did not share Dr Togba?s dislike of referring the budget to the United Nations 

Advisory Ccmmittee ̂  Every programme came before many advisory or expert committees 

convened to assist the Direcbor-Cxeneralc There was surely room for further study of 

the administration of international organizations f and the Advisory Committee was 

ready for WHO to uset He strongly associated himself with Dr Hyde^s proposal, 

Dr TOGBA asked why the Advisory Committee of the United Nations, to which WHO 

already sent its annual estimates} could not make whatever recommendations were 

necess今ryp He repeated his question concerning the cost in time and money of the 

procedure recommended by Dr Moore and Dr Bydee 

Mr SXSGEL said that in his introductory remarks he had deliberately refrained from 

going into much detail� He felt bound, however^ to draw the Board1 s attention to 

Official Records No» 76» Annex 19« part 2 (page 108), which the Director-General had 

placed before the Board a year ago as background information0 Section В (page 112) 

contained a history of relations with the United Nations Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions0 It was there recalled that Article 17,3 of 

the C:̂ arter of the United Nations provided that: 
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The General Assembly shall consider and approve any financial 
and budgetary arrangexaents with specialized agencies referred to in 
Article 57, and shall examine the administrative budgets of such 
specialized agencies vith & view to making reconsneodatloos to the 
agencies concerned. 

The Agreemairfc between WHO wad tbe United Nations referred to by Dr Jafar was clearly 

based on that provision of tbe Charter. Paragraph 1.5 of Section В (page 115) olted 

the provleion in Article Vf Of the Agreenent referred, to by Dr Jafar, 

Tbe United Nati«is General Aesembly had provided in its Bules of Procedure for 

the establishment of an advisory committee to deal with administrâtlve and budgetary 

questions. One of ihe functions of that committee vas： 

(c) to ekamlne on tehalf of the General Aesesibly tbe administrative 
budgets of specialized agencies and proposals for financial arrangements 
vith such agencies. 

The Advisory Committee vas also Taound: 

(d) to consider and report to the General Assenibly on the auditors• 
reports on. the accounts of the United Nations and of the specialized 
agencies. 

Section 2 showed that the D ire ct or -General had submitted the programme and budget 

estimates of WHO to the United Natioas annually. The United Nations Advisory Committee 

had examined them each year and its reports thereon were also submitted to tixe United 

Nations General Assenibly annually. Those reports, and the resolutions of the General 

Assembly relating to them, had been submitted annually to the Executive Board� vhich 

in turn had treaismitted them to the Health Assembly. Specific reference to those 

annual reports was made In paragraph 2.1 (page 113) for each year,beginning at 19^9^ 
i 

The Board had before it document EB21/51， vhich contained a review by the Unit^u 

Nations Advisory Committee of the administrative budgets for 1958 of WHO and other 

specialized agencies. That review brought the annual examination of the WHO budget 

Ъу the Advisory Committee fully up to date. 
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The direct reply to Dr Jafar t s question was that WHO had been fully implementing 

the relevant provisions of the United Nations Charter and of the Agreement between WHO 

and the United Nations• 

Mention of the special periodic report of the Advisory Committee had been made at 

the Boards session in January 1957. The Director-General had invited the Advisory 

Committee to visit WHO Headquarters after the United Nations General Assembly had 

authorized the Advisory Committee to accept such invitations from specialized agencies* 

That visit had taken place in the spring of 1957, and the report of the Advisory 

Committee on its examination had been transmitted to the Executive Board as an annex 

to document EB2l/35# It had been submitted to the last session of the United Nations 

General Assembly, which had adopted a resolution relating to It was a rather 

conprehensive report and described fully the examination made by the Advisory Committee 

at its meeting in Geneva, which had been at tended by the Director-General and had 

lasted about two weeks. He would add that when Dr Moore had read from document 

EB21/47 Add.l, Annex, page 3，it had not been clear that he was reading from a state, 

ment made by the representative of Canada on the Fifth Committee of the United Nations 

General Assembly. The Director-General had thought it might be useful to the 

Executive Board to have the summary record of that discussion. The end of the state* 

ment of the Canadian representative appeared on page 4 of the Annex and read as follows s 

The matter required careful examination and his delegation was not 
making a formal proposal at that time, particularly in view of the A'dvisory 
Committee Is intention to submit to the Assembly an overall report on 
administrative and budgetary co-ordination with special reference to the 
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance• It would like to have an 
opportunity of examining that report before it pressed its suggestion any 
further • We would be grateful, however, if Member States would give some 
thought to the matter he had raised with'a view to a more extensive 
discussion at the following session • • • 
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In answer to Dr Togbaíe question re la t ing to cost , he 

information avai lable vas that vhich had been given to the 

sa id that tbe beet 

Tenth World Health Aeeenibly 

vhen a similar question had been asked. The Director-General'в representat ive bad 

then s a i d ; 

, • , i t vas again d i f f i c u l t to be precise in any estimates o£ ooet 
because i t could not Ъв forecast how long the review would take, whether 
i t vould Ъ© tvo veeks or three veeks, The estimate vas based on the 
assumption that WHO vould Ъеаг the travelling - and per diem expenses of 
sén3>ers of the Advisory Cosimittee� vhich i t had not dcme for the recent 
meeting. On tbat baels a two-week meeting vould cort about $ 000, 
and a three-week meeting about $ l6 000 The estimates that be 
had j u s t given dlid not take account of the time required for 
senior o f f i c i a l s of WHO to attend such a meeting. f O f f i c i a l Becords 
No. 79, page 388) ‘ 一 

Dr EIMGHAITI considered that the Board should again exprese i t s ea t le fac t lon v i th 

the ex i s t ing procedute. 

Dr TOOM sa id he had been pleased to note, from Mr S l ege l ' e quotatlone and 

explanations, that the Director-General had kept in touch v i th the United Nations 

Advisory Committee, in accordance with the Constitution of WHO and the resolutions of 

the Health Assembly, He could not see what had been l e f t undone that should varrant 
. • . 

any change at the present time, nor did he see the need for any such change. 

The Health Assembly had often pressed for reduction of the budget； instead of 

Increasing the budget Ъу providing for a further rev lev i t should use the money to 

continue the f i e l d a c t i v i t i e s and other serv ices . He thought that the Board should 

express i t s eat i s f act ion v i th what was being done, and ask the D irector-Oeneral t o 

continue his good work In collaboration v i th the United Nations Advisory Committee 
• : • ‘ . 

as in the p a s t . . . . . 
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Professor PESONEN asked. Dr Moore for furtiier information, concerning the proposed 

establishment by the Health Assembly of a budget working group consisting of fifteen 

members « He asked whether the proposal was that that gr:>up should meet at the same 

time as the Health Assembly, In that case it might be difficult for delegations 

consisting of опД^ one member to take part in the group's deliberations. 

Dr MOORE said that in his recollection the proposals submitted by the Canadian 

Government to the Tenth Health Assembly had contained a plea for trial of a wericing 

party to be established by the next or not too distant Health Assembly. The 

suggestion had been made that the working party should be set up by the General 

Gcramitiiee� which would select delegations able to supply financial experts and would 

also appoint to the Committee members representing the public health side* 

Dr TOGBA. asked the Chairman to lay before the Board at its meeting the next day 

Professor PeSonen's question and Dr Moore's reply. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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l . TUBERCULOSIS RESEARQH OFFICE; Item 2 . 1 of the Agenda (Document EB21/44) 

Dr KAÜL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Serviceŝ  said that 

considerable information about the Tuberculosis Research Office was given in the report 

which the Director-General had subnitted for consideration at the seventeenth session 

of the Board: and which was reproduced as Annex 6 of Official Records No. 68, 

The date in the fourth l ine from the bottom of page 4 of the document EB21/44 

should read 1955, and not 1957-

The document had been submitted by the Director-General in response to the request 

in paragraph 4 of the Executive Board1s resolution EB17eR23- The document was in two 

parts, the first describing how the activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office had 

been integrated with WHO1s tuberculosis programme, and the second outlining the present 

activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office and the administrative arrangements which 

had been made for it as an integral part of the Tuberculosis Section at WHO Headquarters. 

That integration had begun in 1955 « At that time the Executive Board had made it 

clear that it considered that the research work done by the Tuberculosis Research Office 

was sound and should not be jeopardized» Arrangements had been made for some of the 

activities carried out by the Office to be taken over by national governments and 

institutions and continued by them with technical and financial assistance from WHO; 

the activities handed over were the Danish Tuberculosis Index， the Tuberculosis Research 

Station at Madanapalle and the Tuberculosis Immunization Research Centre in Denmark. 

The work of the Office on the Finnish roster had been taken over by the Finnish 

Government and was being continued by it without any assistance from WHO о The remaining 

a c t i v i t i e s of the Office had been re-orientated so as to conform with WHO1s general 

policy. 
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Since July 1955, when the Tuberculosis Research Office was formally integrated 

with the WHO Secretariat, the size of its staff and expenditure on it had been greatly 

reduced• In the Director-General^ Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1955 

(Official Records No. 50) there was provision for a staff of 52 and expenditure 

amounting to $ 233 500; in his Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1959 

(Official Records No. 81) there was provision for a staff of 24 and expenditure 

amounting to 137 447• When the Regional Office for Europe had mved to Copenhagen 

arrangements had been made for the Tuberculosis -Research Office to be served by the 

administrative machinery of that regional office for all routine administrative matters» 

In the second part of the document it was explained that the present activities 

of the Tuberculosis Research Office consisted of (a) guiding and participating in 

research work, (b) training activities, and (c) statistical work. The statistical work 

originally done by the Office had been concerned with world vide mass BCG cairpalgns. 

It was still coinpiling arri distributing statistics relating to such campaigns» The 

Office1 s training activities formed an integral part of its programme of work. 

He would next endeavour to show how WH0!s participation in field tuberculosis 

research work conformed to WHO policy. For exairjple one of the projects listed under 

the heading "TRO assistance limited mainly to analysis of data and preparation of 

report11 (page 6 of Document EB21/44) - the co-ordinated research project for a study 

of laboratory methods for the biological assay of potency of BCG vaccine - was for the 

purpose of providing the foundation for a biological assay of the potency of BCG 

vaccine on the basis of which technical recommendations could be made concerning minimum 

requirements for the vaccine to be used in a tuberculosis programme• There were five 
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institutes participating in that research project without receiving grants from WHOs 

the Pasteur Institute in Paris, the Research Institute of Tuberculosis of the Japanese 

Antituberculosis Association in Tokyo, the Tuberculosis Research Institute in Prague, 

the Statens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen and the State Institute of Hygiene in Warsaw. 

Immediately after the BCG conference organized by the International Union Against 

Tuberculosis, which had taken place in Geneva in October 1956, a meeting had been 

arranged by WHO with responsible specialists from those five institutions^ and at that 

meeting a plan of action for a co-operative study of the whole question of the 

biological assay of BCG vaccine had been agreed upon by the participants. That study-

was at present in progress. At the same time as those tests were made in the 

laboratories, tests for the allergy-producing effect of the vaccine were carried out 

on Danish schoolchildren. 

The second project mentioned under that heading^ the co-operative research project 

on isolation and identification of mycobacteria from human sources in tropical and 

sub-tropical areas, had been undertaken for the following reasons• There was 

accumulating evidence that there were several types of mycobacterial tuberculosis other 

than the classic types which were pathogenic for шал. In order to plan a tuberculosis-

control programme for any country correctly^ it was necessary to know the type and 

the characteristics of the tubercle bacilli causing disease in man, since it was 

inçortant to know firstly whether those bacilli were pathogenic for animals (in which 

case they might be sources of tuberculosis infection for man) and secondly whether 

the bacilli were sensitive to the antituberculosis drugs which it was intended to 

use. Five institutions were participating in the programme; they were the Pasteur 

Institute in Lille> the Tuberculosis Research Institute in Borstel, Germany, the 
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Tuberculosis Research Institute 1л Prague, the Statens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen 

and the Department of Microbiology of the University of Pittsburgh. WHO had arranged 

a meeting in Copenhagen in November 1956 with the responsible experts from those five 

institutes, and at that meeting a detailed protocol for the research had been 

prepared. WHO1s participation in the project consisted of the general co-ordination 

of the research and the collection of specimens，inainly sputum specimens, by field 

teams and the shipment of the specimens to the participating laboratories• The 

study would continue for a number of years• There was provision for WHO grants of 

訪 1000 to two of the five institutions during 1958 and 1959. 

The projects listed under the headings wTR0 assistance limited mainly to 

preparation of research protocol and advice on analysis of data11 and ffTR0 responsible 

for preparation of research protocol, tabulation and analysis of data, drawing of 

conclusions and preparation of report" were national projects for which WHO was 

giving assistance in the usual way. But there was an element of field research in 

those projects which was absent from other projects for which WHO was giving assistance 

One of them, the Kenya chemotherapy pilot project, was a project financed by Technical 

Assistance and UNICEF funds. Those engaged on the project were studying problems of 

chemotherapy and chemoprophylaxis and ways of applying the results of such study• The 

national authorities of the country in which the project was being carried out were 

responsible for it, WHO supplying technical assistance. The research protocol had 

been prepared by the director of the project in collaboration with WHO Headquarters. 

The WHO personnel for the project had been trained in the Tuberculosis Research 

Office• 

In regard to the studies mentioned under the heading "TRO responsible for and 

performing all steps of the research119 i.e. studies made by WHO personnel on population 
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groups in Denmark^ he should explain that since TRO had been established in Copenhagen 

it had made a number of tuberculin and tuberculin-testing and BCG and BCG-vaccination 

studies by carrying out tests on Danish schoolchildren. The results of those studies 

had appeared in TEO publications, one of the most important of which was a monograph 

published in 1953. TRO was still using the same excellent means to study a number of 

problems relating to BCG projects including (a) methods for biological assay of tuber-

culin; (b) measures for stabilizing dilutions of tuberculin; (c) stability and antigenic 

potency of freeze-dried BCG vaccine; (d) duration of BCG-induced allergy; (e) boosting 

effect on allergy of tuberculin-testy especially in BCG-vaccinated persons; aiid (f) 

specificity of "antigen-fractions" of PPD, The laboratory research work on the first 

four of those problems was being carried out by the Statens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen 

without finarcial assistance from WHO; WHO was merely guiding and planning the research 

work. 

Dr MOORE said he had nothing but the highest regard for the work done by the Tuber-

culosis Research Office. He had spoken at length bri previous occasions about the 

relationship between WHO and the Office• On the present occasion he wished merely to 

point out an anomaly. The Second World Health Assembly had passed a resolution ("WHA2.19) 

laying down certain guiding principles to be applied in the organization of research 

under WHO auspices, and which read: ^ 

(1) research and co-ordination of research are essential functions of 
the World Health Organization; 

(2) first priority should be given to research directly relating to the 
programmes of the World Health Organization; 

(3) research should be supported in existing institutions and should 
form part of the duties of field teams supported by the World Health Organization; 

(4) all locally supported research should be so directed as to encourage 
assurrç>tion of responsibility for its continuance by local agencies where indicated; 
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(5) the World Health Organization should not consider a t the present time 

the establishment, under i t s own auspices, of international research ins t i tu t ions . 

On page 9 of the document EB21/44 i t was stated that the Tuberculosis Research 

Office (in e f f e c t a WHO research inst i tut ion) had demonstrated the value of an inter-

national centre f o r tuberculosis f i e l d research. 

He was of the opinion that the Office should gradually terminate i t s present 

a c t i v i t i e s and not s t a r t any new ones. He was great ly in favour of the Tuberculosis 

Section at Headquarters being strengthened, but he did not think t f e re was any need for 

WHO to maintain the Off ice . 

The governments which had taken over the work previously done by the Office on the 

Danish Tuberculosis Index^ the Tuberculosis Research Station at Madanapalle and the 

Danish Tuberculosis Immunization Research Centre should no longer be given f inanc ia l 

ass is tance by WHO for that work. The Finnish Government had agreed to assume responsi-

b i l i t y for the work previously done by the Tuberculosis Research Office on the Finnish 

Roster without receiving such ass i s tance . 

Work similar to most of that done by the Tuberculosis Research Office was being 

carried out in national i n s t i t u t e s . In a l l the countries which he knew best there were 

sanatoria with excellent f a c i l i t i e s for tuberculosis research. He agreed that the studie 

being made by WHO personnel on population groups in Denmark were u s e f u l , but s imilar 

studies were being carried out elsewhere. He did not agree with the stateinent on page 7 

of Document EB21/44 that the Office was the only place avai lable to WHO for training 

personnel who were to work on tuberculosis f i e l d research projects . There was surely 

no need for WHO to maintain a research o f f i c e to be able to give advice on how to conduci 

tuberculosis prevalence surveys, as was s tated in that document. 

He had made a statement similar to thû one he was at present making at a meeting of 

the Standing Ccmimittee on Administration and Finance } and on that occasion he had 
suggested that WHO1s annual expehditure on the Tuberculosis Research Office should be 
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gradually reduced and finally terminated. The money which would be saved as a result of 

that could well be used for strengthening the headquarters technical services，in 

particular the headquarters Tuberculosis Section. He thought it was wrong for the staff 

of that Section to consist of only five persons while the staff of the Tuberculosis 

Research Office consisted of 24 (Official Records No. 81， page 56). The total cost of 

maintaining the Office in 1959 would be greater than the figure given on that page, 

since to it must be added the cost of supplies3 premises etc. under Common Servicos, 

Professor CAHAPERIA asked what was the total amount spent by WHO on the Tuber-

culosis Research Office since it had been established, why the Office was located'in 

Copenhagen, and whether its present activities could not be carried out by the Tuber-

culosis Section at WHO Headquarters if that Section were expanded. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he wished to clarify a f@w of the points mentioned by 

Dr Moore. The activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office and the question of 

whether it should remain in existence had been regularly reviewed by the Board since the 

Second World Health Assembly had adopted resolution WHA2.19. He would draw attention 

to the series of subsequent resolutions regarding the Tuberculosis Research Office on 

pages 55 and 56 of the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions> In one of them, resolution 

WHA4.7, there was a paragraph readings 

"The Fourth World Health Assembly • • • 

1» DECIDES that the Tuberculosis Research Office should be maintained, 

subject to review of the situation by the Executive Board every two years;w 

The report he had submitted for consideration at the seventeenth session (Official 

Records No. 68, Annex 6), and to which Di* Kaul had drawn attention earlier，contained a 

detailed description of the activities of the Tuberculosis Research Office and the steps 

taken in pursuance of resolution EB15.R20, of which paragraph 1 read: 
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The Executive Board • • • 

1« REQUESTS that the Director-General prepare for the seventeenth session 
of the Board a confíete study of how the programme of the Tuberculosis Research 
Office could best be adjusted to the general policies of the World Health 
Organization, giving special consideration to the possibilities cfj 

(1) the work being continued by rational governments or national 
institutions with technical and financial assistance from WHO; 

(2) the work being carried out in the same conditions as other 
activities, in close relationship with the total programme of the 
Organization, taking due account of existing services at Headquarters, 
such as are provided by the Divisions of CoiTimunicable Diseases 
Services, Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services and 
Therapeutic Substances, 

The�historical facts which were the reason the Office was situated in Copenhagen 

were given in that report• In it he had also explained what activities of the Office 

might be taken over by governments and which of those activities they were prepared to 

take over if they were given financial assistance by WHO. Responsibility for the 

Finnish roster had. been transferred to the Finnish Government, which had agreed to 

dispense with financial assistance from WHO for continuing the work on it* The amount 

of financial assistance WHO was giving the Danish Government for the work previously 

done by the Office on the Danish Tuberculosis Index had been reduced to $ 5000 per 

year. The work previously done by the Office on the Tuberculosis Research Station at 

Madanapalle and that on the Madras chemotherapy research project had been transferred 

to the Indian Government and the Indian Council for Medical Research^ 

The activities on which the Office was still engaged were an integral part of WHO1 s 

work. It was no longer a separate entity, but an office directed by the chief of the 

Tuberculosis Section at Headquarters. There was no longer а и relation ship" between 

WHO and the Tuberculosis Research Office because the latter was part of WHO, and for 

the same reason it was incorrect to state that in 1959 only five Ш 0 staff members 



would be engaged on tuberculosis problems while the staff of the Tuberculosis Research 

Office would consist óf 24 persons. The report on the subject which he had submitted 

for consideration at the Board's seventeenth session contained a clear account of the 

way in which the Office had been made an integral part of WH0# 

At the Tenth World Health Assembly, the oriLy direct reference to the work of the 

Office had been a statement made by a delegate at a meeting of the Committee on Prograimne 

and Budget to the effect that the Committee should express its approval of the way in 

which the Office was carrying out its work. 

He would answer the first question asked by Professor Ganaperia later• In answer 

to the other two questions he had been asked, he should, he thought} in addition to 

referring to the historical facts he had already mentioned^ explain that one of the 

reasons for the Office being located in Copenhagen lay in the fact that TRO 

personnel were permitted to carry out studies on BCG and tuberculin tests on Danish 

schoolchildren• Part of the work at present being done by the Office could be done in 

Genevaд but if it were WHO would have to obtain additional office space in Genevay 

which was not easy. 

Professor ï^SONEN said that WHO'S main task was to give Member countries all the 

advice they asked for in order to iirprove health conditio ns• It was obvious that all 

advice, including advice on tuberculosis problems^ given by WHO must be based on sound 

scientific data. The work done by the Tuberculosis Research Office had been, and still 

was, of great value; the Office was an irreplaceable instrument of WHO, Much progress 

had been made in research for inçroving methods of preventing and treating tuberculosis, 

and as a result of that progress, public health administrations had adopted iirproved 

methods; but there were still many problems which had not yet been solved, and much 
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more research was required* The medical profession did not yot have medicines for 

treating tuberculosis which they could trust• Research was necessary in particular in 

order to establish what was the test way cf using antituberculosis drugs and in order 

to provide a sound basis for public health programmes. Advice from WHO must be based 

on technical data and data about conditions in the countries requesting advice, in 

particular about the amount of materials and equipment which would be available there 

for tuberculosis work. It might be argued that such data could be obtained without 

the Tuberculosis Research Office• Not many research institutions were maintained, but 

many were supported, by WHO. In his opinion WHO should maintain such institutions of 

its own for research work on large projects covering a large number of closely connected 

problems, auch as in fact the tuberculosis research project; for, both from the 

technical and from the purely financial point of view, it was better for such research 

work to be concentrated in one place rather than to be distributed amongst a number of 

separate institutions in different parts of the world. The Tuberculosis Research Office 

might eventually be closed down, but not until it was no longer required to carry out 

research work. 

He added that the amount of work on tho Finnish Roster could not be conçared to 

that on the Danish Tuberculosis Index. 

Dr METCALFE said he had been very impressed by what the Director-Geшral and 

Dr Moore had said. It was true that much progress had been made in research work on 

tuberculosis problems, but much more such work was necessary. He was of the opinion 

that no chango should be made in the existing arrangements regarding the Tuberculosis 

Research Office for another three years% and that the Board should review the situation 

regarding the Office at the end of that period and take a decision then. 

Dr HYDE supported that suggestion. 
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Dr SIRI agreed with what Professor Pesonen had Just sa id . The money WHO had sp^it 

on the Tuberculosis Research Off ice had been well spent. I t was true that some of tJae 

a c t i v i t i e s of the Off ice could be transferred from Copenhagen to Geaevai but t f they were 

i t would enta i l additional expenditure and a considerable l o s s of time, A main reascaa 

why there should not be such a t rans fer was that TOO worked in close collaboration with 

the governments of Denmark and neighbouring countries, which were providing i t with 

valuable f a c i l i t i e s . He was convinced that TRO was carrying out i t s WOTk ef f ic i®at ly * 

For those reasons he was in favour of Dr Metcalfe 's proposal, 

Dr JAPAR asked whe-titier the work of the Tuberculosis Research Off ice was a WHO voiture 

or work which WHO had taken over from another organization. 

He added "ttiat i f the Board accepted a l l that had be«a said during the present 

d i s c u s s i如 , i t would, in e f f e c t , be agreeing that WHO should es tab l i sh i t s own laboratorio 

whenever: i t found that research work was necessary an d i f f i c u l t problems with which i t was 

confronted. 

Dr MOORE sa id he was well s a t i s f i e d wilii the dlscussiOTi, He would support 

Dr Metcalfe1 s proposal, but he thought that great caution should be exercissd where 

proposals to the e f f e c t that TRO should embark on new projeots were coaeerned. I t should 

aot do so except when there was very urgent need, 

Tuberoulosis was certainly of great importance to WHO, but not more important than 

other diseases in respect of which he thought WHO should re f ra in from carrying out 

research work i t s e l f , even though such work would be of value. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the correct answer to the question just asked by 

Dr Jafar was set out in Official Records No. 46, Annex 6, Since Dr Jafar had spoken of 

"laboratories", he thought he should explain that the Tuberculosis Research Office was 

no longer doing any laboratory work； the laboratory work it had done in the past had 

been taken over by the Danish authorities, which were receiving financial assistance 

from Ш 0 for carrying out such wrk. 

His answer to the first cjiestion asked by Professor Canaperia -was that total 

expenditure by Ш 0 on the Office since its establishment was approximately $ 2 245 000 

for the period 1949-1959 inclusive• That figure covered Ш.0 grants for -work done by 

the Office in the past and at present being done by other bodies • If the total amount 

of those grants were subtracted the figure "would be $ 2 078 000. 

The CHillRMAN suggested that the Board should adopt the following dra f t resolution專 

"The Executive Board 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the Tuberculosis 
Research Office； 

Having thereby reviewed the role of the Tuberculosis Research Off ice in 
the tuberculosis programme of the Organization, 

1. NOTES this report. 

2á RECOMMENDS to the Eleventh World Health Assembly that the next review of ТЮ 
activities should be undertaken at its twenty-seventh session." 

Professor CANAPERIA., reminding the Board that it was laid down in resolution WHA4.7 

that the s i tuat ion regarding TRO should be reviewed by the Executive Board "every two 

years11, proposed that the following paragraph be substituted for paragraph 2: 

"DECIDES that the next review of the Tuberculosis Research Office activities 
should take place a t the twenty-fifth sess ion of the Board,u 
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Dr MSTCALSE said he must admit that when he had made h i s suggestion he had forgott如 

the terms of that resolution» He was prepared to vote in favour of the change proposed 

by Professor Canaperia and for the next review to take place a f t e r two years ; but he 

thought that two years was a somewhat short period in which to decide whether the 

Tuberculosis Research Office should be closed down. 

Dr TCX3BA suggested that the Board might request the Director-General to submit 

another report on the Office in two years tlme^ The Board might then decide that i t 

should be closed down one year latere there would then be no need for any change in the 

Off ice during the rxexb three years , which was what he believed Dr Metcalf was advocating. 

Dr SIRI agreed with Dr Togba that the review should taks place every three years# 

When the resolution for a review every two years had been adopted, i t had been generally 

assumed that the a c t i v i t i e s of the Tuberculosis Research Off ice would l a s t for талу years 

Opinion in the Board was divided on whether the Off ice should be discontinued or not^ but 

a l l members were agreed that three years more should elapse before a f i n a l decision was 

taken� The Board should decide against a review every two years , as in the Health 

Assembly resolution^ and in favour of a review every three yearsj to allow the centre to 

f i n i s h current business or to show cause why i t should be maintained, and in any event to 

permit a decision to be taken on firmer gromds e 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote Professor Canaperia1 s amendment to the d r a f t resolutio.tb 

The amendment was adopted unanimously^ 
The d r a f t resolution as amended was adoptad unanimously. 
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2. ASSEMBLY РЮСЕШКЕ FOR EXMINING THE PROGRAMME^ BUDGET AND MCILURY iJDMINISTRATIVE, 
FINANCIAL 厕 PERSONNEL MATTERS： (Official Records No. 76, Resolution ЕВ19Л54 and 
Annex 19； Resolution WHAlOt27; Official Records No. 79, pages 30, 31 and 371-401； 
Documents EB21/35, EB21/35 Add.1, EB21/47, EB21/47 Corr.l, EB21/47 Add.l, EB23/51) 

Mr S IE GEL, Assistant Director-General} Department of Administration and Finance, 

said that the subject before the meeting had been of interest to WHO since its inception, 

in its effort to establish an arrangement for the examination of its programmes and 

budgets satisfactory to the governments of Member States and conducive to the orderly-

development of the Organization, In addition to the documents cited in the Agenda; the 

Board might wish to refer to Official Records No. 76, Annex 19, and Official Records 

No, 79, pages 30, 31, and 371-401; document EB21/51, relating to t he comment s of the 

United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions at the l a s t 

General Assembly of United Nations, and including the report of the F i f th Committee of 

the General Assembly, which concerned some oí. the matters which the Board would wish t o 

consider； a l so document EB21/35 and Add.l, transmitting to the Executive Board the 

special report of the Advisory Committee on administrative and budgetary co-ordination 

between the United Nations and WHO, with particular reference to the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance • 

The Director45eneral had attempted to provide the Board, in document EB21/47� with 

some material which would assist it to make a comprehensive and objective study of the 

mattere After the end of the Tenth Health Assembly he had requested that the item b© 

placed on the agenda of all the regional committees, which were given a full report of 

all previous developments and the minutes of the discussions in the Health Assembly, and 

invited 一 at the request of the Health Assembly • to submit their comments for the use of 

the Executive Board, Those comments appeared in document EB21/47, Amnex 1. The Board 

might think it valuable later in the discussion to examine the decision of each regional 

committee in detail. 
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The Director-General had then communicated with some of the other specialized 

agencies to obtain information on the eyerie nee and practices of other organizations. 

Document ЕВ21/47, Annexes 2-7, contained reports received from six specialized 

agencies; Annex 8 dealt with the manner in which some specialized agencies established 

priorities ； and Annex 9 with suggestions made to the United Nations in regard to 

priorities and the conclusions reached by the General Assembly, 

The Secretariat had attempted to compare the different procedures followed by the 

various organizations as described in those annexes and to discover any particular lines 

of approach which might indicate a common pattern. It had failed to identify any-

particular pattern which "would justify the Director-General in suggesting that any one 

procedure seemed to have worked -well in three or four of the organizations 0 

The Director-General had therefore been forced to conclude that the procedures for 

examining the programmes and budgets of international organizations inevitably originated 

•with the constitutional provisions relating thereto. They seemed to be based upon 

the responsibilities vested in the executive head of each organization, and to be 

related to the nature and composition of the organization1 s executive board or 

comparable legislative organ* An important factor seemed to be periodicity of the 

sessions of the organization's conference or assembly. Another was the apportionment 

of responsibilities for programme matters and for budgetary matters between commissions 

or committees of legislative organs. The. assignment of the responsibilities under 

constitutional provisions, rules of procedure or financial regulations, to committees 

or commissions of legislative organs analogous to the Executive Board or the Health 

Assembly appeared to play an important part in determining the practical procedures 

for exercising those responsibilities• 
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The documentary material was therefore voluminous. It was clear that the subject 

was not new either to the Executive Board or to the Health Assembly, and equally clear 

that a 11.the international organizations continued to give it attention. It obviously 

deserved the continuing attention of WHO at all levels • 

Dr MOORE recalled and summarized, the three parts of the proposals transmitted to the 

Board at its nineteenth session by the Government of Canada and later very fully debated 

in the Tenth Health Assembly, before being referred again to the Board, All who had 

listened to those debates must feel that a useful purpose had been served by the oareful 

analysis that the proposals had received. A definite volume of opinion had been expressed 

in favour of some parts of the proposals • 

Briefly, it had been suggested that there should be a revision of the Assembly 

procedures to provici© for the establishment of a working party of perhaps twelve штЬегз^ k 

half of whom would be technical and half administrative and financial experts, to carry-

out a detailed examination .of the programme and budget during the session of the Health 

Assembly. Secondly, it was proposed to invite the United Nations Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions to review and report on the programme and budget at 

regular intervals. The third proposal was for the establishment of categories into which 

each project in the programme and budget would be classified according to priority• 

The regional committees had been asked to give their opinions on the proposal 

relating to priorities, and their answers were contained in document EB21/47. Several 

regional committees had rejected the proposal in tçto, and the consensus of all was that 

priorities were rightly a function of the regional committees• 

The proposal to invite the United Nations Advisory Coiranittee to review the progracime 

and budget at regular intervals had, he believed, been discussed by the United Nations 

General Assembly at its recent session with reference to the desirability of reviewing 
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the budgets of all the specialized agencies at regular intervals, possibly every three 

year s . He suggested to the Board that i f that principle were followed，it might be 

advisable for the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to meet with the 

United Nations Advisory Committee# Such a jo int meeting would c a l l for a s l ight change 

in the time of meeting of the Standing Coimnitte©, I t would have to take place as early 

as could be arranged, and sufficient time must then lapse for the report to be made 

avai lable to t he Executive Board and Health Assembly # The Advisory Committee whad 

wondered whether it might not be possible to substitute a more thorough review, to be 

made at regular intervals of a few years, covering only one or, at most, two agencies in 

a given year • The agency studies subsequently undertaken by the Advisory Committee were 

not a substitute for that suggestion and did not detract from its merit, for they had 

concentrated mainly on the administrative problems of achieving greater integration " 

between the regular and expanded progracimes(document EB21/47 Annex, page 3) 

The question would a r i s e of the cost of the proposed body, -which must presumably ba 

borne by WHO» 

At the Eighth World Health Assembly, and again at the Tenth/very strong support 

had been given to the proposal that a working party should be set up to examine the 

programme and budget during the meeting of the Health Assembly, That would be one of 

the main departures from the present system of examining the budget at the Assembly. 

He suggested that the Board should consider the proposals separately # As a member of 

the Board he would adhere to any consensus of opinion that developed, 

Dr HYDE thought that the Assistant Directcr-iîeneral, in hi a very lucid presentation 

of the matter, had shown that there was no ideal pattern applicable to a l l the organiz-

ations ！ but that each must f ind i t s o-wn way within i t s ода framework. Dr Moore 's 

summary of the proposals completed a clear picture. 
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The regional committees had taken the view that they should be responsible for 

establishing priorities• "While it was not feasible to put closely numbered priorities 

on projects, there emerged from the deliberations of the regional committee a general 

atmosphere regarding priorities to which the regional director was sensitive, and which 

h© took into account in framing his budget j the Director-General likewise considered it 

in drawing up the overall budget of the Organization. Hîhere the level of funds was 

uncertain^ it might be necessary to have first and second category projects, as in-th© 

Technical Assistance programme 5 that method, however^ should not be applied generally, 

but only in particular oases• 

The other two proposals were closely related 一 or at least affected one another• 

On© proposal was to refer th© budget from time to time to th© United Nations Advisory 

Committee, which was composed of individual experts on administration and finance, for 

the benefit of their comment “ presumably, as in th© past, purely on the administrative 

aspects of the budget• The other proposal was apparently an attempt to arrive at a 

similar type of review within the framework of the Health Assembly, ©hanging rather 

radically the manner in which the budget was at present reviewed and presenting the 

Health Assembly with some difficult problems « The suggestion that the proposed 

coramittee. of the Health Assembly should be divided into professional and medical members 

on the on© hand and administration and finance members on the otherf would be difficult 

to carry out, for governments would be ent i t led to designate to such a committee any .•‘ 

type of person they thought f i t • 

The suggestion that the United Nations Advisory Committee be used was valuable;. 

That committee had already mad© a use fu l report on i t s examination of WHO, and would be 

able to bring fresh l ight to bear on i t s budget and administration• The Organization 

would do well to re fer i t s budget regularly for comment on the administrative, though 
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not the programme, aspects • The Advisory C o m m i t t e e r e p o r t could then be referred to 

the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance for a further opinion# 

He suggested that such reference to the United Nations Advisory Committee should be 

t r i e d without disturbing the present machinery for considering the budget in the Health 

Assembly # He had formed the impression at the recent meetings of the Standing Committee 

on Administration and Finance that great progress had been made, The meetings had been 

shorter than usual , and would continue to be so . The Organization had matured, and the 

Standing Committee had maturedt Much of the work which the Standing Committee had had 

to do in the past wee now done in advance by the Secre tar ia t , and the analyses that i t 

had requested at previous meetings were now waiting for i t s members when they arrived, so 

that much of the work of their review was now routine and t h e i r examination was greatly 

expedited^ 

The review by the Standing Goramittee and by the Board was thus reaching a degree 

of maturity and ef fect iveness which made i t unwise to disturb the s i tuat ion by an entirely 

new approaoh in the Health Assembly. He therefore recommended the Board to accept the 

proposal to refer the budget estimates from time to time to the United Nations Advisory 

Committee for i t s advioa on administrative matters, to re fe r that oonmiittee1 s report to 

the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance for i t s consideration, but not to 

propose any fundamental change in the. review of the budget estimates by th© Health . 

Assembly t 

Th© OHAIEMJiN asked, in order to obtain a clear view of the proposed time-table, at 

what stage the budget would be re fe r red to the Advisory Committee of the United Nations• 

Dr HYDE answered that there would be a real problem of timing, which would have to 

be solved by agreement between the Direotor-General and the Advisory Committee, the 

members of which had other dut ies . I t might be necessary to accept some arrangement 
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which would not be entirely convenient to the Organization. He would hope that the 

Advisory Committee oould complete i t s review before the Standing Committee met in 

January of each year . 

Dr TOGBA asked.what -когв the advantages and disadvantages, the l a t te r par t icular ly 

as regards time and money, of ©uch a review • 

Dr HYDE said that one advantage would be the opinion of experts who had made a 

specia l and continuing study of international administration in bodies "within the United 

Nations structure ； Ш0 would have the benefit of the wisdom derived from th&t ©xperieno© • 

He could not assess the cost； but thought that the benefit would be worth some expenditure. 

Supplementing his answer to the Chairman^ he added that he thought i t perfect ly 

f ea s ib le to ask the Advisory Oommittee to review the budget even a f t e r i t had been 

approved» I f the Health Assembly and the Board had before them the comments of th© 

Advisory Committee on, for instance, the 1958 budget when they were reviewing the 1959 

budget, they would probably f ind them relevant and he lp fu l . I t would not be necessary 

to ask the Advisory Committee to review the budget during i t s preparation * 

Dr TOGBA thought that Ш0 already received expert advice on administration and 

finance # H© had always supposed that i t aou ld�under th© Constitution, obtain experts 

from any avai lable source for the study of any of i t s a c t i v i t i e s . He asked why, at 

the present stage of the Organization rs development； i t should have to refer to experte 

other than i t s own for advice on i t s programme and budget • 
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Dr HYDE answered that it was necessary to Ъе clear on what was meant by experts • 

The proposed review was not a review by experts in public health or medicine ̂  but in 

international administrât ion and financeè 

I)T JAFAR referred to the Agreement between the United Nations and WHO adopted in 

19^8 (Basic Documents，8th ed,， pages 紅9, 50) • Article XV， paragraph 5， of the 

Agreement; referring to a supplementary agreement concerning budgets to Ъе concluded 

"between the two organizations, read: 

"3. Pending the conclusion of any such agreement; the following 
arrangements shall govern budgetary and financial relationships 
between the World Health Organization and the United Nations : 

(b) The World Health Organization agrees to transmit its proposed 
budget to the United Nations annually at the same time as such "budget 
is transmitted to its members . The General Assembly shall examine the 
budget or proposed "budget of the Organization and may make recommendations 
to it concerning any item or items contained there in. 

(e) The United Nations shall, upon its own initiative or upon the 
request of the World Health Organization, arrange for studies to be 
undertaken concerning other financial and fiscal questions of interest 
to the Organization and to other specialized agencies, with a view to 
the provision of coirnon services and the securing of uniformity in such 
matters 

Unless WHO had s ince signed another agreement； the Agreement of 19站 was still in force• 

WHO was no doubt transmitting its proposed budget annually for consideration Ъу the 

General Assembly, and that was the stage at which the General Assembly could Ъе 

requested to instruct its Advisory Committee to give WHO the benefit of its advice. 

He asked the D ire ct or -General why that could not Ъе done . 
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Dr SIRI said that Dr tíyde1s remarks c lear ly indicated the road which the Board 

should advise the Health Assembly to follow. The propos i t ion that pr ior i t i e s should 

be i n i t i a l l y established at regional level needed l i t t l e confirmation. The s t a f f of 

the regional o f f i ce s had a closer contact than anyone with the governments9 and with 

the r e a l i t i e s of l i f e � in the countries in which they guided WHO a c t i v i t i e s � they 

were thus in the best position to appreciate accurately the real n e c e s s i t i e s } their 

urgency； and their re la t ive importance^ and to es tabl i sh pr io r i t i e s between them. 

No other committee or study group could do that work. 

A reviewing body for pr ior i t i e s was constituted by the Headquarters of the 

Organization, vhich collected the opinions of the regional o f f i ce s and assessed their 

re la t ive importance. The persons who did that vork vere a lso in permanent contact 

vi th the regional directors and， through them, with the governments of the regional 

countries. Thus every budget drafted Ъу the D ire ct or-General came before two 

t r ibunal s ; each possessing weighty authority and well able to give the Standing 

Committee and the Executive Board sound advice and valuable as s i s tance . Sheir advice 

could not Ъе prof i tably replaced Ъу a discussion on pr io r i t i e s in a Health Assembly-

containing a niimber of persons with no intimate knowledge of the process, subject 

tc various kinds of bias and holding very diverse vievs . I t was d i f f i c u l t to carry 

out in such an atmosphere a calm study of this highly important question of p r io r i t i e s 

on vhich the Health Assembly could confidently base i t s decisions . He was in favour 

of leaving the regional committees to advise on pr ior i t i e s and of using 七hat advice厂 

and also the advice of the headquarters s t a f f ; as a bas is for the programme and budget• 

The new body suggested by the Government, of Canada, consisting of experts in 

administration and finance within the Health Assembly^ vas a lso impracticable. All 

governments sent their chosen representatives ; and to appoint from a l l the delegates 
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persons qua l i f i ed to pronounce on administrative and f inancia l matters would require 

an elect ion which could not Ъе impartial and would Ъе bound to result in the 

pre ferent ia l appointant of persons from countries able to send experts on those 

matters in addition to their o f f i c i a l delegates . 

Experience showed that , i f governments could recdive the proposed programme and 

budget estimates in su f f i c i en t time to study them； and i f regional o f f i ce s could induce 

the i r governn^nts to apply their minds to the study of the budget so that their 

delegates could arrive at the Health Assembly well-versed in i t and holding clear-cut 

Ideas on i t s advantages and disadvantages, the work done in the Health Assembly1s 

Committee on Programme and Budget was use fu l and sound and to a l ter the procedure 

would serve no useful purpose. 

Since WHO was so closely linked with the United Nations, which had persons highly 

qua l i f i ed to study the administrative and f inancia l procedures of the organizations 

within the United Nations family, i t would clearly be valuable i f the procedure of 

formulâting projects and financing them vere revised periodical ly by such persons. 

Dr MOOEE pointed out that there were d i f ferent types of p r i o r i t y . He doubted 

whether any number of the Board would wish to interfere with the present system by 

vhich governments assessed pr io r i t i e s and needs within their ovn region. Tbere was ; 

however^ room for further assessment of central advisory and technical services as to 

which type of work should be given pr ior i ty . I t vas the duty of the Executive Board 

or the Standing Committee to inform the Director-General and the Secretar ia t of the 

fee l ings of Member governments . For example, more than one member of the Standing 

Committee had asked the Director-General i f he could not, within the framework of 

his "budget� take steps in the future to strengthen certain technical sections which 
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were overworked and needed assistance. He had himself suggested that there might be 

some diversion from certain proposals In the programme towards other services which 

needed assistance. That was a type of priority. The question whether certain 

expert committees, seminars or study groups were more or less important to the 

Organization involved another type of priorities altogether different from those for 

field projects• 

He âid not share Dr Togba's dislike of referring the budget to the United Nations 

Advisory Committee. Every programme came before many advisory or expert committees 

convened to assist the Director-General# There was surely room for further study of 

the administration of international organizations, and the Advisory Committee was 

ready for WHO to use• He strongly associated himself with Dr Hyde1s proposal. 

Dr TOGBA asked why the Advisory Committee of the United Nations, to whom WHO 

already sent its annual estimates^ could not make whatever recommendations were 

necessary, He repeated bis question concerning the cost in time and money of the 

procedure recommended by Dr Moore and Dr Hyde• 

Mr SI1GEL said that in his introductory remarks he had deliberately refrained from 

going into much detail. He felt bound, hovever, to drav the Board's attention to 

Official Be cords No. 76�Annex 19, part 2 (page 108) } which the D ire ct or -General had 

placed before the Board a year ago as background information• Section В (page 112) 

contained a history of relations with the United Nations Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions. It was there recalled that Article 17,3 of 

the Charter of the United Nattons provided that： 
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The General Assembly sha l l consider and approve any f inancia l 
and budgetary arrangements with special ized agencies referred to in 
Article 57， and shal l examine the administrative budgets of such 
special ized agencies with a view to making recommendations to the 
agencies concerned. 

The Agreement between WHO and the United Nations referred to by Dr J a f a r was clearly 

based on that provision of the Charter • Paragraph 1.5 of Section В (page 113) cited 

the provision in Article XV of the Agreement referred to by Dr J a f a r . 

The United Nations General Assembly had provided in i t s Bules of Procedure for 

the establishment of an advisory committee to deal with administrative and "budgetary 

questions . One of th© functions of that committee was : 

(c) to examine on behalf of the General Assembly the administrative 
budgets of special ized agencies and proposals for f inancial arrangements 
with such agencies. 

The Advisory Committee was a l so bound: 

(d) to consider and report to the General Assembly on the auditors f 

reports on the accounts of the United Nations and of the special ized 
agencies . 

Section 2 shoved that the D ire ct or-Gene ra l had submitted the programme and budget 

estimates of WHO to the United Natioas annually. The United Nations Advisory Committee 

had examined them each year and i t s reports thereon were also submitted to the United 

Nations General Assembly annually. Those reports 9 and the resolutions of the General 

Assembly relat ing to them夕 had been submitted annually to the Executive Board, which 

in turn had transmitted them to the Health Assembly. Spec i f i c reference to those 

annual reports was made in paragraph 2 .1 (page 113) for each year beginning at 19^9. 

The Board had before it document EB21/51，which contained a review by the United 

Nations Advisory Committee of the administrative budgets for 1958 of WHO and other 

special ized agencies • That review brought the annual examination of the WHO budget 

by the Advisory Committee f u l l y up to date. 
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The d irect reply to Dr J a f a r ' s question vas that WHO had been implementiug f u l l y 

the relevant provisicms of the United Nat ions Charter and of the Agreement between 

WHO and the United Nations. 

Mention of the special periodic report of the Advisory Committee had bean made at 

the Board's session in January 1957• The Director-General had invited the Advisory 

Committee to visit WHO Headquarters after the United Nations General Assembly had 

authorized the Advisory Committee to accept such invitations from specialized agencies. 

That v i s i t had taken place In the spring of 1957， and the report of the Advisory 

Coramittee on i t s examination had been transmitted to the Executive Board as an annex 

to document EB21/55. It had been submitted to the last session of the United Nations 

General Assembly^ which had adopted a resolution relating to it. It was a rather 

compre hens ive report and described fully the examination made by the Advisory Committee 

at i t s meeting in Geneva, which had been attended by the Director-General and had 

lasted about two weeks • He would add that when at the previous meet ing Dr Moore had 

read from document ЕВ21Д7 Add.l, Annex, page 5, it was not clear that he was reading 

from a statement made by the representative of Canada on the F i f t h Committee of the 

United Nations . The Director-General had thought it might Ъе useful to the Executive 

Board to have the summary record of that discuss ion. The end of the statement of the 

Canadian representative appeared on page k- of the annex and read as follows : 

The matter required careful examination and his delegation was not 
making a formal proposal at that time, particularly in view of the Advisory 
Committee 's intent ion to submit t o the Assembly an overall report on 
administrative and budgetary co-ordination with special reference to the 
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. • It would like to have an 
opportunity of examining that report before it pressed its suggestion any-
further . He would be grate fu l ^ hove ver ^ i f Member States would give some 
thought to the matter he had raised with a view to a more extensive 
discussion at the following session• 
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In answer to Dr Togba^s question relating to cost, he said that the best 

informat ion available was that vhich had been given to the Tenth World Health Assembly 

when a similar question had been asked. The Director-General^s representative had 

then said: 

It was again difficult to Ъе precise in any estimates of cost 
because it could not Ъе forecast how long the review would take； whether 
it would Ъе two weeks or three weeks. The estimate was based on the 
assumption that WHO would bear the travelling and per diem expenses of 
members of the Advisory Committee， which it had not done for the recent 
meeting. On that bas is a two-week meeting would cost about $ 000, 
and a three-week meeting about $ 16 000 ！The estimates that he 
• had just given •••••• did not take account of the time required for 
senior officials of WHO to attend such a meeting, (Official Records 
No. 79, page 388.) — — — — — — 

Dr EL CHATTI considered that the Board should again express its satisfaction with 

the existing procedure # 

Dr TOGBA said he had been pleased to note^ from Mr Siegel，s quotations and 

explanations，that the D ire сt or-General had kept in touch with the United Nations 

Advisory Committee; in accordance with the Constitution of WHO and the resolutions of 

the Health Assembly, He could not see what had been left undone that should warrant 

any change at the present time, nor did he see the need for any such change. 

The Health Assembly had often prossed for reduction of the budget； instead of 

increasing the budget Ъу providing for a further review it should use the money to 

continue the field activities and other services. He thought that the. Board should 

express its satisfaction with what vas being done, and ask the Director-General to 

continue his good work in collaboration ifith the United Nations Advisory Committee 

as in the past• 
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Professor PESONEN asked Dr Moore for further information concerning the proposed 

establishment by the Health Assembly of a budget working group consisting of fifteen 

members • He asked whether the proposal was that that group should meet at the same 

time as the Health Assembly^ In that case it might be difficult for delegations 

consisting of only one member to take part in the group1 s deliberations# 

Dr MOORE said that in his recollection the proposals submitted by the Canadian 

Government to the Tenth Health Assembly had contained a plea for trial of a working 

party to be established by the next or not too distant Health Assembly. The 

suggestion had been made that the working party should be set up by the General 

Somitlee^ which would select delegations able to supply financial experts and would 

also appoint to the Coirmiittee members representing the public health side* 

Dr TOGBA. asked the Chairman to lay before the Board at its meeting the next day 

Professor Pesonen1s question and Dr Moore-s replye 

The meeting rose at 12^40 


